Cloud Point of Sale
for restaurants and cafés.
powerful cloud based enterprise pos solution.
Different from ordinary POS systems, Brink POS is a
cloud-based software solution. No back office server
is required; your data is safe, secure, and accessible
in the cloud.
No Long Term Contract
Automatic Upgrades
Secured Data
Accessible Anywhere
Fault Tolerant
Brink POS is provided as a monthly service; there are
no large up-front software licensing fees. Plus,
upgrades are included and performed automatically.
What happens if your internet goes down? Don't
worry, Brink POS will continue to operate in "offline"
mode and then automatically synchronize all data
and transactions when the connection is restored.

PCI validated;
your data is
safe, secure,
and easily
accessible.
Menu management
and consolidated
reporting across
multiple units.

Why Current Brink Customers love their POS
growing with your business
PAR Brink POS is built on a modern, cloud-based
architecture to fit the needs of a multi-unit operator.
The platform is designed not only to scale and grow
with your business but manage your operation as
easily with 1 store as with 100.

Mobile & online ordering
With Brink POS, mobile & online ordering is built
into the solution. All ordering channels share the
same database of customers and menu items. This
allows for any menu item change to flow through all
channels simultaneously and for customer data to
be shared across all locations.

loyalty programs
Brink POS Loyalty is designed to turn first time
customers into fans. Customer has the ability to
accrue and redeem loyalty benefits at every order
channel (online, mobile, in-store) across the entire
organization. The data collected allows operators to
provide relevant and tailored offers to customers
promoting them from first time guest to loyal fan.
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